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Abstract: Thrombotic disease is a great threat to human health, and early detection is particularly 

important. Magnetic resonance (MR) molecular imaging provides noninvasive imaging with the 

potential for early disease diagnosis. In this study, we developed Fe
3
O

4
-based poly(lactic-co-

glycolic acid) (PLGA) nanoparticles (NPs) surface-modified with a cyclic Arg-Gly-Asp (cRGD) 

peptide as an MR contrast agent for the detection of thrombosis. The physical and chemical charac-

teristics, biological toxicity, ability to target thrombi, and biodistribution of the NPs were studied. 

The Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD NPs were constructed successfully, and hematologic and pathologic 

assays indicated no in vivo toxicity of the NPs. In a rat model of FeCl
3
-induced abdominal aorta 

thrombosis, the NPs readily and selectively accumulated on the surface of the thrombosis and under 

vascular endothelial cells ex vivo and in vivo. In the in vivo experiment, the biodistribution of the 

NPs suggested that the NPs might be internalized by the macrophages of the reticuloendothelial 

system in the liver and the spleen. The T2 signal decreased at the mural thrombus 10 min after 

injection and then gradually increased until 50 min. These results suggest that the NPs are suitable 

for in vivo molecular imaging of thrombosis under high shear stress conditions and represent a 

very promising MR contrast agent for sensitive and specific detection of thrombosis.

Keywords: iron oxide, poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid), thrombosis, magnetic resonance imaging, 

cyclic Arg-Gly-Asp peptide

Introduction
The increasingly high incidence of thromboembolic diseases, such as stroke, myocar-

dial infarction, and pulmonary embolism, threatens human health, and these diseases 

are major causes of death and disability worldwide.1,2 The magnitude of this problem 

is even greater because patients with hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and abnormal 

glucose metabolism are also predisposed to arterial thrombosis.3 Early diagnosis of 

arterial thrombus would allow timely clinical intervention to avoid permanent tissue 

infarction and reduce morbidity and mortality.

Emerging conventional invasive and noninvasive imaging techniques for thrombus 

detection, such as computer tomography angiography and digital subtraction angiog-

raphy, are characterized by relatively poor spatial resolution and cannot visualize 

specific biological processes in the thrombus. New imaging procedures and strategies 

for the detection of thrombi are required. Accordingly, targeted probes for molecular 

imaging are emerging as powerful tools in cardiovascular medicine for thrombus 

detection with high sensitivity and specificity. A variety of particles have been 

reported in the literature for thrombosis detection.4–17 Compared with ultrasound,4–8 

nuclear medicine,9,10,18 and computed tomography (CT),11 the advantages of magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) that are particularly relevant in the context of cardiovascular 

diseases are its high temporal and spatial imaging resolution, high soft tissue contrast, 
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and ability to display thrombus morphology, physiology, and 

molecular events using a single imaging modality. Specific 

molecular MR probes enable the visualization of molecular 

and cellular processes. Additionally, molecular MR probes 

allow the characterization and visualization of early changes 

in disease and thus can improve the planning of therapeutic 

regimens and monitoring of disease.

With the continued development of contrast agents and 

MRI sequences, there is great hope that molecular MRI can 

improve the diagnosis of thrombosis. In recent years, MR 

contrast agents, such as gadolinium diethylenetriaminepentaa-

cetic acid (Gd-DTPA), superparamagnetic iron oxide (SPIO), 

and ultra-small superparamagnetic particles of iron oxide 

(USPIOs), have been successfully encapsulated into macro-

molecular polymer particles to create novel contrast agents.12–17 

The fibrin-targeted MR molecular probe EP-2104R has entered 

clinical trials with encouraging results.19 Comparatively 

Gd-DTPA, SPIO and USPIO have the advantages of long 

half-lives, high relaxation rates, and minimal side effects.20,21 

Most previous studies of thrombosis detection molecules have 

focused on their physicochemical properties in vitro and tar-

geting abilities in vivo.12,15 In some studies, new MRI contrast 

agents targeting activated platelets have been successfully 

prepared and used to detect endovascular thrombi in vivo.17,22,23 

Similarly, in our previous studies, we synthesized novel types 

of thrombus-targeting particles and confirmed their targeting 

ability and contrast-enhancing effects in vitro.24,25 Although 

further validation of their targeting ability, biodistribution, 

and toxicity in vivo are required, there have been few studies 

of MRI contrast agent behavior, particularly in vivo, which 

limits their potential translation to clinical use.

In this study, we will focus on the in vivo properties 

of nanoparticles (NPs), including their drug distribution, 

biological toxicity, and targeting ability that must be estab-

lished prior to translation to the clinical applications. First, to 

increase their targeting ability, a cyclic Arg-Gly-Asp (cRGD) 

peptide was used in this study instead of the Arg-Gly-Asp-Ser 

(RGDS) peptide. In addition, the constructed particles were 

smaller than those in our previous studies24,25 to prevent the 

accumulation of the majority of NPs in the liver and spleen. 

Furthermore, we dynamically visualized the targeting pro-

cedures by 7.0-T MRI using an abdominal aorta model of 

thrombosis in rats because of its possible application to the 

more complicated in vivo situation.

Materials and methods
Materials
Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA; containing 75% lactide 

and 25% glycolide, with a molecular weight of 12,000, end 

group = COOH) was purchased from Jinan Daigang Biological 

Material Co., Ltd. (Shangdong, China). Iron oxide NPs that 

had been surface-modified with oleic acid (Fe
3
O

4
) were pro-

vided by Ocean Nano Technology Co., Ltd. (Springdale, AR, 

USA). The cRGD peptide was synthesized by GL Biochem 

(Shanghai, China). Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) with an aver-

age molecular weight of 30,000–70,000, 2-(N-morpholino) 

ethanesulfonic acid (MES), N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), 

and 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide 

hydrochloride (EDC) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 

Corporation (St Louis, MO, USA). All other reagents used 

were of at least analytical grade.

Preparation and physical and chemical 
characterization of the NPs
Fe

3
O

4
-based PLGA NPs were prepared using the W/O/W 

method, which was modified based on reports in the 

literature.24–27 PLGA was used as the core of the drug 

carrier, Fe
3
O

4
 was embedded in the layer of PLGA, and 

cRGD was coated on the surface of the PLGA-Fe
3
O

4
 layer. 

A schematic representation of the Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD NPs 

is shown in Figure 1.

PLGA (50 mg) and Fe
3
O

4
 (24 µL of a 25 mg/mL solu-

tion) were fully dissolved in 1 mL of dichloromethane as the 

oil phase, and 0.2 mL of double-distilled water and 5 mL 

of 4% PVA solution served as the inner and outer aqueous 

phases, respectively. An ultrasonic oscillation instrument was 

used twice to apply acoustic vibrations for 60 s each time to 

produce a double-emulsion solution. The remaining steps in 

the production of PLGA-Fe
3
O

4
 NPs were identical to those 

in our previous study.25 Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD was prepared 

using carbodiimide-mediated amide bond formation. First, 

appropriate amounts of EDC and NHS were added at a molar 

ratio of 1.5:1–0.1 M MES buffer solution (pH 6) to activate 

the carboxyl of Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA. Second, 0.1 M MES buffer 

solution (pH 8) was dissolved again, after centrifugation and 

washing, and then 10 mg of cRGD peptide was added and 

allowed to react for 24 h at 4°C. Finally, the Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-

cRGD was rinsed with double-distilled water to remove the 

unreacted materials and air-dried at room temperature.

After an appropriate amount of NPs was suspended in 

double-distilled water, the morphology, surfaces, and disper-

sion of the NPs were observed with an optical microscope, 

and the internal structures were observed with a transmis-

sion electron microscope. The attachment of cRGD onto the 

PLGA NPs was confirmed using laser scanning confocal 

microscopy. The cRGD was labeled with fluorescein isothio-

cyanate (FITC). The sizes, zeta potentials, and polydispersity 

indices (PDIs) of the different NPs were determined at 25°C 
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using a laser particle size analyzer. The carrier rate of cRGD 

was measured using flow cytometry. The iron concentration 

was measured by atomic absorption spectrometry. All instru-

ments and measurements were provided in the “Methods” 

section of our previous study.25

In vivo toxicity study
Sprague Dawley (SD) rats weighing between 200 and 230 g 

each were purchased from the Animal Center of Chongqing 

Medical University. The animal experiments were approved 

by the Animal Ethics Committee of Chongqing Medical 

University and conducted in accordance with the guidelines 

of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of 

Chongqing Medical University.

Eight SD rats were used for the in vivo toxicity study. 

These rats were raised in stainless cages in ventilated animal 

rooms with a typical environment (23°C±1°C, 55%±15% 

humidity, and 12 h light/dark cycle) and had free access 

to water and food. After acclimatization to the environ-

ment, the rats were separated into two groups (n=4). Then, 

Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA or Fe

3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD NPs at a final dosage 

of 1 mg lyophilized powder dissolving 1 mL phosphate-

buffered saline (PBS) was administered to the rats by tail 

vein injection. Body weights were recorded every morn-

ing, and overall animal health was determined by careful 

observations for signs of irritation, pain, discomfort, and 

inflammation.

Rat blood samples (1.0 mL) were obtained from the retinal 

vein before and 1, 3, and 24 h and 3 and 7 d after injection of 

the Fe
3
O

4
-based PLGA NPs for the analysis of serum glutamic 

pyruvic transaminase (GPT), glutamic oxaloacetic transami-

nase (GOT), total bilirubin, creatinine, and urea. The influence 

of the NPs on hepatic and kidney function and hematologic 

indices were evaluated based on blood biochemical parameters 

analyzed by a Catalyst Dx™ (Idexx, Maine, ME, USA) and a 

Mindray BC-2800Vet (Mindray, Shenzhen, China).

Then, the rats were dissected, and major organs, such as 

the heart, liver, spleen, lungs, and kidney, were harvested, 

rinsed with PBS and embedded in a paraffin for hematoxylin 

and eosin (H&E) staining and pathologic evaluation.

abdominal aorta model of wall-adherent 
thrombosis
In vivo thrombi were induced by FeCl

3
 injury to the abdomi-

nal aorta. Before the experiment, the rats were anesthetized 

intraperitoneally with pentobarbital sodium (35 mg/kg). The 

entire process was described in the “Methods” section of our 

previous study.25

MRI scans were performed on the SD rats before and 

after the abdominal aorta model of wall-adherent throm-

bosis was successfully achieved at 30 min using a 7.0-T 

MR microimaging system (BioSpec 70/20USR, Bruker, 

Ettlingen, Germany) with a rat experiment coil (Transmit/

receive 2-channel rat body, Bruker). Axial T2-weighted 

Figure 1 schematic representation of Fe3O4-Plga-crgD nanoparticles.
Abbreviations: crgD, cyclic arg-gly-asp; eDc, 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride; gP IIb/IIIa, glycoprotein IIb/IIIa; Nhs, N-hydroxysuccinimide; 
Plga, poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid); PVa, polyvinyl alcohol.
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imaging (T2WI) at the thrombosis site was performed 

using the TurboRARE sequence with the following 

parameters: TR =1,400 ms, TE =25 ms, FA =90°, NEX =8, 

FOV =60 mm, matrix =256×256, and slice thickness =1 mm. 

MR angiography scanning followed using a 3D flash sequence 

with the following parameters: TR =15 ms, TE =2.7 ms, 

FA =20°, NEX =2, FOV =60 mm, matrix =256×256, and 

slice thickness=17 mm. During the MRI scanning process, 

the animals were connected to a breathing-rate monitor, and 

anesthesia was continuously provided with 0.2% isoflurane 

and a breathing rate maintained at 48 breaths per minute.

When the in vivo MRI scans were complete, the animals 

were deeply anesthetized with an appropriate dose of pento-

barbital sodium. Transcardiac perfusion with saline was per-

formed through the left ventricle. Then, the injured abdominal 

aortas were removed and embedded in paraffin for H&E stain-

ing to observe the thrombus using an optical microscope.

ex vivo study of targeting ability
After the abdominal aorta model of wall-adherent thrombosis 

was successfully achieved at 30 min, the injured abdominal 

aortas were removed, the Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA NPs or the Fe

3
O

4
-

PLGA-cRGD NP solution was injected through one end of 

the ex vivo thrombosis, and frozen sections were cut for H&E 

staining after washing it with saline for 5 min. All pathologic 

samples were examined by an experienced pathologist who 

was blinded to the grouping.

In vivo MrI
Measurement of NP distribution
Eight SD rats were consecutively and randomly divided into 

two groups, the Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA NP group and the Fe

3
O

4
-PLGA-

cRGD NP group. MRI scans were performed on the SD rats 

before and after FeCl
3
 injury to the abdominal aorta and at 0 

min, 10 min, 20 min, 30 min, 1 h, 2 h, and 3 h after injection 

of the NPs. Coronal T2-weighted images were acquired using 

the same TurboRARE sequence as described in the previous  

section. The signal intensities (SIs) of the liver, spleen, kid-

ney, and muscle of rats were obtained at relatively homoge-

neous regions of interest (ROI) with the same diameters in 

the same slice of T2-weighted images at each time point after 

intravenous injection of 1 mL of PBS containing 1 mg of a 

lyophilized powder of either Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA or Fe

3
O

4
-PLGA-

cRGD NPs. The signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) were plotted 

against time. The SNRs were calculated using the following 

formula: SNRs = SI (liver, spleen, or kidney)/SI (muscle).

Thrombus targeting
Eight SD rats were consecutively and randomly divided 

into two groups, the Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA NP group and the 

Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD NP group. MRI scans were performed 

on the SD rats before and after FeCl
3
 injury to the abdominal 

aorta and at 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 min after injection of 

NPs, and axial T2-weighted images of the thrombus were 

obtained using the same parameters of the TurboRARE 

sequence as described in the previous section. When the 

in vivo MRI scans were finished, the injured abdominal 

aortas were removed and frozen pathology sections were 

cut for H&E staining, to observe the targeting ability of the 

NPs at the thrombus.

statistical analysis
The data were analyzed using Statistical Program for the 

Social Sciences (SPSS for Windows, version 19.00, Chicago, 

IL, USA). The continuous variables are presented as mean ± 

standard deviation and the categorical variables are reported 

numerically and in percentages. Two-way analysis of vari-

ance was used to compare the differences between the SNRs 

of the two groups at each time point for the liver, spleen, and 

kidney. Independent sample t-tests were used to compare 

the average diameter of the NPs between the two groups. 

Statistical significance was defined at P,0.05.

Results
characteristics of the Fe3O4-based 
Plga NPs
Optical microscopy showed relatively homogeneous particle 

sizes among the NPs, with spherical, smooth surfaces, and 

good dispersion (Figure 2). The iron oxide particles were 

relatively uniformly distributed in the NP shells (Figure 3). 

Confocal laser microscopy showed that cRGD labeled with 

FITC was successfully coated onto the surface of the PLGA 

NPs (Figure 4). The average particle diameters, PDIs, zeta 

potentials, and carrier rates of the NPs for Fe
3
O

4
 and cRGD 

are shown in Table 1.

In vivo toxicity of different NPs in rats
No mortality was observed throughout the entire 7-day study. 

The body weights of the SD rats remained constant. In the 

hematologic and biochemical assays, there were no significant 

differences between the two groups. With respect to liver and 

kidney function, GPT and GOT increased slightly within 1 and 

3 h, but returned to normal at the 24 h, 3 d, and 7 d time points 

after injection in the two groups (Table 2). However, there 

was no obvious abnormality in blood composition (Table 3). 

The heart, liver, spleen, lungs, and kidneys were harvested for 

H&E staining 7 d postinjection. No evidence of inflammatory 

reactions or necrosis was observed in the two groups, and no 

abnormal cell morphology was detected (Figure 5).
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ex vivo thrombosis-targeting ability
The abdominal aorta model of wall-adherent thrombosis 

was successfully constructed without any side effects in rats; 

in vivo MRI scans showed that a thrombus formed in each 

rat abdominal aorta, as corroborated by pathologic examina-

tion (Figure 6). In the ex vivo targeting experiment, frozen 

pathologic sections revealed dense binding of Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-

cRGD NPs on the surface of the thrombus and under vascular 

endothelial cells, but no Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA NPs were observed on 

the surface of the thrombus, and only spare NPs were found 

under vascular endothelial cells (Figure 7).

NP distribution in vivo
The SNRs of the liver, spleen, and kidney before and at 

each time point after intravenous injection of different 

NPs are shown in Figure 8. After the injection of these 

NPs, the SNRs of both the liver and the spleen decreased 

significantly at 10 min. The SNRs of the liver decreased 

Figure 4 laser scanning confocal microscopic image of the Fe3O4-Plga-crgD NPs.
Note: Annular green fluorescence was observed around NPs, but almost no 
fluorescence was detected in the inner aqueous phase.
Abbreviations: crgD, cyclic arg-gly-asp; NPs, nanoparticles; Plga, poly(lactic-
co-glycolic acid).

Table 1 characteristics of Fe3O4-based Plga NPs

Fe3O4-PLGA Fe3O4-PLGA-cRGD

size (nm) 289.5±7.4 368.2±4.5
Polydispersity index 0.077±0.031 0.081±0.058
Zeta potential (mV) -7.53±0.71 -9.43±0.86
carrier rate of Fe3O4 (%) 66.02±1.7 64.67±0.9
carrier rate of crgD (%) – 99.93±0.06

Note: The Fe3O4-Plga-crgD NPs are larger than the Fe3O4-Plga NPs 
(P,0.05).
Abbreviations: crgD, cyclic arg-gly-asp; NPs, nanoparticles; Plga, poly(lactic-
co-glycolic acid).

Figure 2 Optical microscopic images (600×).
Notes: (A) Fe3O4-Plga NPs and (B) Fe3O4-Plga-crgD NPs. The NPs had a 
regular shape and were relatively uniform in size.
Abbreviations: crgD, cyclic arg-gly-asp; NPs, nanoparticles; Plga, poly(lactic-
co-glycolic acid).

Figure 3 Transmission electron microscopic images.
Notes: (A) Fe3O4-Plga NPs and (B) Fe3O4-Plga-crgD nanoparticles. The iron 
oxide particles (white arrows) exhibited a relatively uniform distribution on the 
nanosized, spherical shell.
Abbreviations: crgD, cyclic arg-gly-asp; Plga, poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid).
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Table 2 Blood chemistry parameters of rats injected with Fe3O4-based Plga nanoparticles

1 h 3 h 24 h 3 d 7 d

GPT (20–61 U/L)*
Fe3O4-Plga 65.50±2.64** 65.50±3.32** 45.50±3.11 47.50±12.4 44.70±14.86
Fe3O4-Plga-crgD 64.50±2.65** 65.75±4.92** 44.74±2.06 47.75±13.37 47.25±11.53
GOT (39–111 U/L)*
Fe3O4-Plga 132.00±14.24** 122.70±22.29** 94.50±16.98 93.50±14.48 89.00±11.05
Fe3O4-Plga-crgD 122.50±8.02** 117.00±14.49** 92.50±15.55 95.50±13.20 88.00±10.86
Total bilirubin (2–12 μmol/L)*
Fe3O4-Plga 4.50±1.29 3.50±1.29 4.50±1.29 4.25±1.50 4.50±1.29
Fe3O4-Plga-crgD 3.50±0.58 4.25±1.25 4.00±1.41 4.25±1.50 3.75±0.96
Creatinine (4–57 μmol/L)*
Fe3O4-Plga 33.75±3.10 30.75±5.32 30.25±3.30 32.50±4.92 37.00±11.66
Fe3O4-Plga-crgD 34.25±1.50 33.25±5.56 33.25±3.77 34.75±4.57 37.00±6.73
Urea (3.2–7.5 mmol/L)*
Fe3O4-Plga 5.75±0.96 6.42±0.90 4.50±1.15 5.45±1.62 6.92±0.46
Fe3O4-Plga-crgD 6.00±0.60 5.98±0.67 5.55±0.86 5.85±1.14 6.43±0.72

Notes: *The remaining indicators are within normal ranges. **gPT and gOT increased slightly within 1 and 3 h, but returned to normal at the 24 h, 3 d, and 7 d time points 
after injection in the two groups.
Abbreviations: crgD, cyclic arg-gly-asp; gPT, glutamic pyruvic transaminase; gOT, glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase; Plga, poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid).

Table 3 Blood composition of the Fe3O4-based Plga nanoparticle group

1 h 3 h 24 h 3 d 7 d

White blood cells (2.9–15.3×109/L)#

Fe3O4-Plga 6.55±1.30 5.98±1.77 5.15±1.42 5.70±1.69 5.83±1.37
Fe3O4-Plga-crgD 7.43±1.73 6.48±1.81 4.25±1.08 5.68±1.53 4.93±1.16
Monocytes (0.0–0.5×109/L)#

Fe3O4-Plga 0.15±0.06 0.20±0.82 0.23±0.13 0.18±0.10 0.20±0.08
Fe3O4-Plga-crgD 0.18±0.10 0.18±0.10 0.20±0.82 0.30±0.82 0.28±0.10
Lymphocytes (2.6–13.5×109/L)#

Fe3O4-Plga 4.28±0.57 5.20±1.78 4.18±1.05 4.50±0.73 3.80±0.96
Fe3O4-Plga-crgD 4.53±0.81 3.50±0.79 3.88±0.77 4.28±0.67 4.80±0.77
Neutrophils (0.4–3.2×109/L)#

Fe3O4-Plga 2.28±0.46 2.10±0.91 1.78±0.65 1.60±0.43 2.33±0.71
Fe3O4-Plga-crgD 2.55±0.56 2.08±0.83 2.18±0.44 2.28±0.78 1.78±0.57
Red blood cells (5.6–7.89×1012/L)#

Fe3O4-Plga 7.33±0.42 6.88±0.37 6.99±0.49 6.91±0.49 6.66±0.67
Fe3O4-Plga-crgD 6.64±0.69 6.56±0.77 6.49±0.66 6.78±0.71 6.93±0.32
Hemoglobin (120–150 g/L)#

Fe3O4-Plga 136.00±10.03 139.00±6.58 139.00±4.83 134.50±8.27 138.75±5.44
Fe3O4-Plga-crgD 138.00±8.08 141.50±5.20 139.25±7.76 131.75±5.68 136.75±5.56
Platelets (100–1,610×109/L)#

Fe3O4-Plga 775.25±144.9 765.00±46.44 924.00±174.86 787.00±121.2 853.50±66.00
Fe3O4-Plga-crgD 863.25±116.69 701.00±120.8 922.00±235.18 748.50±52.26 833.75±178.18

Note: #Normal range.
Abbreviations: crgD, cyclic arg-gly-asp; Plga, poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid).

to their lowest level at 30 min and then increased slightly 

at 1 h. The SNRs of the spleen decreased to their lowest 

level at 1 h and increased slightly at 2 h. The SNRs of the 

liver and spleen were still lower than before injection at 

3 h. The SNRs of the kidneys were slightly lower at 1 h 

and remained low for 2 h, with only a slight change. There 

were no significant differences in the SNRs of the liver, 

spleen, and kidney between the two groups at each time 

point (P,0.05).

In vivo MrI of the targeted thrombus
In both groups, preinjection MRI permitted clear identi-

fication of the abdominal aorta based on the bright blood 

signal inside the vessel. After intravenous injection in the 
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Figure 5 Pathologic hematoxylin and eosin staining (A–E) of the heart, liver, spleen, lung, and kidney. (a1–e1) before NP injection, (a2–e2) after injection of Fe3O4-Plga 
NPs, and (a3–e3) after injection of Fe3O4-PLGA-cRGD NPs. There was no evidence of inflammatory reactions or necrosis in the two groups, and no abnormal cell 
morphology was found. The magnification is 400×.
Abbreviations: crgD, cyclic arg-gly-asp; NPs, nanoparticles; Plga, poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid).

Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD NP group, the T2 signal decreased at the 

mural thrombus at 10 min. The signal of the peripheral zones 

of the abdominal aorta clearly decreased and then gradually 

increased until 50 min. There was no significant decrease in 

the signal of the abdominal aorta before and after injection in 

the Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA NP group (Figure 9). H&E staining of frozen 

sections showed that a few of the Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD NPs had 

gathered on the surface of the thrombus and that there were 

many NPs under vascular endothelial cells; no NPs were found 

in the sample injected with Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA NPs (Figure 10).
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Figure 6 Mra, magnetic resonance imaging T2WI axial images, and pathologic h&e staining of the abdominal aorta.
Notes: (A) Before induction of the thrombosis model, (B) post-induction, and (C) h&e staining of a section of the model. Mra revealed vessel lumen narrowing after the 
Fecl3-induced model was successfully constructed, and the signal in the abdominal aorta changed from low to high on the T2WI axial image. H&E staining confirmed that the 
mural thrombus was mixed. The magnification is 100×.
Abbreviations: h&e, hematoxylin and eosin; Mra, magnetic resonance angiography; T2WI, T2-weighted imaging.

Figure 7 hematoxylin and eosin staining of frozen sections of the ex vivo thrombus after injection of the NPs.
Notes: (A) Fe3O4-Plga NPs and (B) Fe3O4-Plga-crgD NPs. Many of the Fe3O4-Plga-crgD NPs gathered on the surface of the thrombus (black arrows), and no NPs 
were found on the surface of the thrombus in the sample with Fe3O4-PLGA NPs. The magnification is 200×.
Abbreviations: crgD, cyclic arg-gly-asp; NPs, nanoparticles; Plga, poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid).

Discussion
PLGA has emerged as an important biocompatible and 

nontoxic polymer with numerous applications in drug 

delivery, medical, and tissue engineering and surgical 

devices due to its biocompatibility, biodegradability, and 

sustained-release properties.28–31 In recent years, with the 

advent of block copolymers, the use of PLGA in the devel-

opment of controlled and targeted drug delivery systems 

has substantially increased.32 The attractive features of 

PLGA-based NPs, such as their small size, high structural 

integrity, stability, ease of fabrication, tunable properties, 

controlled-release capabilities, and surface functionalization 

characteristics, make them versatile therapeutic delivery 

vehicles. In this study, Fe
3
O

4
 was embedded in the PLGA 

shell, and cRGD was linked to the surface of PLGA to 

synthesize Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD NPs for the detection of 

thrombosis. The PLGA NPs showed relatively homogeneous 

particle sizes, with spherical, smooth surfaces, and good 

dispersion. No aggregation was observed during and after 

the preparation of the PLGA NPs. After the conjugation of 
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Figure 8 MrI T2WI images of the abdomen and graph of sNrs.
Notes: (A) Before injection of the Fe3O4-Plga-crgD NPs. (B) after injection of the Fe3O4-Plga-crgD NPs at 30 min. (C) sNrs curves of the liver, spleen, and kidneys 
before and after the injection of Fe3O4-Plga and Fe3O4-Plga-crgD NPs. MrI T2WI images of the abdomen demonstrated that the signals in the liver and spleen decreased 
significantly after NP injection. The SNRs of both the liver and spleen decreased significantly after NP injection as well, and the SNRs of the kidney decreased slightly.
Abbreviations: crgD, cyclic arg-gly-asp; MrI, magnetic resonance imaging; NPs, nanoparticles; Plga, poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid); sNrs, signal-to-noise ratios; T2WI, 
T2-weighted imaging.

cRGD, the Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD NPs were slightly larger 

than the Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA NPs. These NPs were safe when 

injected into the body due to their small size of ,500 nm, 

which prevents blockage of blood vessels. In addition, in the 

in vivo experiment no SD rats died of embolism. Further-

more, given the relatively small particle size of the NPs, we 

expected the contrast agent to diffuse inside the thrombus, 

thereby increasing the relative volume of enhancement in 

a given voxel.

Platelets are the key to thrombus formation and play a role 

in the development of atherosclerosis. Noninvasive imag-

ing of activated platelets would be of great clinical interest. 

The abundance of glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa and its change 

in conformation upon platelet activation make this receptor 

a unique, highly specific target for imaging.33,34 The main 

strategies for NP-targeting delivery utilize either antibod-

ies or peptides. Although monoclonal antibodies have been 

widely used in the past because of their high affinity, they 

are limited by their large size and random orientation upon 

conjugation.35 Peptides have emerged as an attractive alterna-

tive to antibodies due to their smaller size, lower cost, lower 

immunogenicity, easier production, and long-term stability.36 

RGD peptides, which exist in either linear or cyclic spatial 

conformations, are small peptides that have been identified 
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Figure 9 Magnetic resonance imaging T2WI images of the in vivo thrombosis before and after the injection of NPs.
Notes: (A) Fe3O4-Plga NPs and (B) Fe3O4-Plga-crgD NPs. Ten minutes after injection, the hyperintense signal of the abdominal aorta began to decrease and the signal of 
the peripheral zones of the abdominal aorta first obviously decreased and then gradually increased until 50 min in the Fe3O4-PLGA-cRGD NP group. There was no significant 
decrease in the signal of the abdominal aorta before or after injection in the Fe3O4-Plga NP group.
Abbreviations: crgD, cyclic arg-gly-asp; NPs, nanoparticles; Plga, poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid); T2WI, T2-weighted imaging.

through screening and are effective for molecular imaging 

of platelets. There is a consensus that the binding affinity 

of cRGD for GP IIb/IIIa is much greater than that of linear 

RGD. Furthermore, cRGD appears to be 30-fold more stable33 

displays great affinity for activated platelets under high fluid 

shear stress.8 Therefore, in this study, cRGD was conjugated 

to the surface of PLGA NPs using dicyclohexylcarbodiimide 

chemistry for the detection of thrombosis in large arteries 

under high shear flow conditions.

Confocal laser microscopy showed that cRGD labeled 

with FITC was successfully conjugated to the surface of 

the PLGA NPs with a carrier rate of 99.93%. According to 

Song et al,34 although the avidity of the targeting ligands 

conjugated to NPs is critical for targeting specificity, the 

surface density of ligands on the NPs is a more important 

factor in determining the multivalent effect of ligand-

modified NPs and can dramatically enhance the targeting 

specificity and efficiency of drug delivery/imaging agents, 

as successfully verified for tumor imaging and therapy. 

The ability of Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD NPs to target ex vivo 

wall-adherent thrombosis was confirmed by pathologic 

examination, which revealed dense binding of Fe
3
O

4
-

PLGA-cRGD NPs to superficial platelets that had adhered 

or aggregated on the surface of the thrombus and under 
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Figure 10 Hematoxylin and eosin staining of frozen sections of thrombi after injection with the NPs after in vivo magnetic resonance imaging scanning was finished.
Notes: (A) Fe3O4-Plga NPs and (B) Fe3O4-Plga-crgD NPs. a few of the Fe3O4-Plga-crgD NPs gathered on the surface of the thrombus, and many NPs were found 
under vascular endothelial cells (black arrows). No NPs were found in the sample injected with Fe3O4-PLGA NPs. These images are magnified ×200.
Abbreviations: crgD, cyclic arg-gly-asp; NPs, nanoparticles; Plga, poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid).

vascular endothelial cells. However, no Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA NPs 

accumulated on the surface of the thrombus, and only sparse 

binding was observed under vascular endothelial cells. 

Thrombus formation is initiated by damage to the endothe-

lial lining of blood vessels that exposes the subendothelium 

to platelets. These platelets adhere to the damaged vessel 

wall and the surface of the thrombus, thus enabling the 

aggregation of Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD NPs on superficial 

platelets as well as on the surface of the thrombus and under 

vascular endothelial cells.

For in vivo MRI in the thrombus-targeting experiment, to 

create reproducible semiocclusive platelet-derived thrombo-

sis of the abdominal aorta, we adopted the well-established 

model of FeCl
3
-induced thrombosis.17,37 Importantly, this 

model guarantees blood circulation and, consequently, flow 

of the contrast agent over the surface of the wall-adherent 

thrombus. We demonstrated the utility of Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD 

NPs as an MR contrast agent for the rapid identification of 

nonocclusive platelet-containing thrombi in vivo 10 min after 

injection of the NPs. The T2 signal decreased at the mural 

thrombus at 10 min, as particularly evident at the peripheral 

zones of the abdominal aorta, and then gradually increased 

until 50 min. The effective targeting of the thrombus by 

Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD NPs provided excellent T2 MR contrast, 

and the T2 signal decreased over time. After MRI scanning, 

frozen pathologic sections revealed results similar to those 
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for the ex vivo wall-adherent thrombosis section. A great 

quantity of Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD NPs was accumulated on 

the surface of the thrombus and under vascular endothelial 

cells, which demonstrated that the Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD NPs 

had a good ability to target activated platelets ex vivo and 

in vivo. Conversely, the nonspecific Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA NPs did 

not display any persistent signal enhancement and did not 

specifically enhance the thrombus, as expected.

However, the differences between the ex vivo and in vivo 

tests should not be underestimated; more Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD 

NPs were observed in the ex vivo wall-adherent thrombo-

sis section and fewer Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD NPs targeting 

the thrombosis and impaired vascular endothelium were 

observed in sections after MRI scanning. These differences 

in behavior can likely be explained by the high-shear flow 

conditions in large arteries, which would wash away some 

of the Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD NPs from the wall-adherent 

thrombosis. However, a substantial amount of Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-

cRGD NPs were retained in the abdominal aorta and gener-

ated sufficient contrast enhancement to be detected by MRI 

due to assistance from the cRGD. Thus, we propose that the 

targeting ability of cRGD is excellent in resisting the high-

shear flow conditions in large arteries.

The MRI T2-weighted images of the in vivo thrombosis 

before and after NP injection revealed that the Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA and 

Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD NPs, with mean sizes of 289.5 and 368.2 nm 

and negative charges of -7.53 and -9.43 mV, respectively,  

were both primarily absorbed in the liver and the spleen. 

The NPs were internalized by specialized macrophages in 

the liver and the spleen within 10 min after injection. There 

were no significant differences in Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA or Fe

3
O

4
-

PLGA-cRGD NPs uptake by each organ (P,0.05) at the 

various time points, illustrating that the conjugation of cRGD 

did not influence the biodistribution of the NPs. The size and 

surface charge clearly influenced the elimination of the NPs, 

with a trend consistent with the results of a previous study.38 

Although a large number of the NPs were internalized, the 

crucial targeting ability of Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD NPs made 

them suitable for the detection of thrombosis. Small particles 

of ,5 nm can pass through the glomerulus and be eliminated 

renally.39 The SNRs of the kidney decreased slightly within 

1 h, demonstrating that some NPs were biodegraded within 

an hour and cleared by the kidney.

According to a previous study,40 iron oxide NPs possess 

an acceptable safety profile and are not cytotoxic at con-

centrations of ,100 µg/mL. We administered Fe
3
O

4
-based 

NPs to rats by tail vein injection at a final dosage of 1 mg, 

which corresponds to an iron oxide concentration far below 

100 µg/mL. This dose can thus safely achieve contrast 

enhancement when targeting thrombosis. The toxicokinetic 

properties of NPs depend on the particle type, size, surface 

charge, protein binding ability, exposure route, and dose, as 

well as on the species in question.38 The combination of the 

biocompatible MR contrast agent Fe
3
O

4
 with a PLGA- and 

cRGD-based delivery system to synthesize NPs in this study 

did not increase toxicity. Regarding the in vivo toxicity of 

different NPs in rats, GPT and GOT increased slightly and 

temporarily within 3 h and returned to normal values after 

24 h; we thus determined that, despite the large amount of 

uptake by the liver and spleen and some elimination by the 

kidneys, the Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA and Fe

3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD NPs had 

no obvious effect on liver or kidney function after tail vein 

injection. No obvious abnormality was observed in blood 

composition, and no inflammatory reaction, necrosis, or 

abnormal cell morphology was detected in the main organs, 

further demonstrating that the Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA and Fe

3
O

4
-

PLGA-cRGD NPs had no significant toxicity when used 

in vivo.

This study demonstrated the targeted enhancement of a 

thrombus in arteries, and based on the in vivo distribution 

and biological features of Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD NPs, it is 

unclear if Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD NPs can be visualized in 

a thrombus .1 h. Thrombus aging is a dynamic process, 

and time-dependent changes in thrombus composition 

affect thrombus stability. Future studies are needed to 

assess the time window of efficacy for Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD 

NPs and their potential to discriminate between different 

stages of thrombus formation based on the activated platelet 

content. Another limitation of this study is that we did not 

quantify the number of NPs detected at the surface of the 

thrombus, under vascular endothelial cells, and in the reticu-

lar thrombus network. In future studies, we will focus on 

quantifying the NPs and on the penetration mechanism of 

Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD NPs. Furthermore, as one of the most 

promising drug loading systems, PLGA NPs have the poten-

tial to provide effective treatment for thrombotic diseases by 

encapsulating certain drugs for targeted and sustained release. 

Our future studies will focus on the specific diagnosis and 

treatment of thrombosis using MRI monitoring combined 

with a thrombolytic drug to further investigate the complete 

potential of Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD NPs.

Conclusion
In this study, we demonstrated the feasibility of MRI of 

thrombosis in vivo using novel Fe
3
O

4
-based PLGA NPs. 

Toxicity studies revealed that these NPs are sufficiently 
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nontoxic and biodegradable with excellent targeting 

ability. The NPs have good affinity for thrombi and 

show contrast-enhancing effects in experiments in vivo. 

Indeed, Fe
3
O

4
-PLGA-cRGD NPs represent a promising 

MR contrast agent for the sensitive and specific detection 

of thrombosis.
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